Proinsulin C-peptide and insulin: Limited pattern similarities of interest in inter-peptide interactions but no C-peptide effect on insulin and IGF-1 receptor signaling.
The recently reported influence of proinsulin C-peptide on insulin prompted us to examine structural features of the C-peptide. Four sets of limited pattern similarities towards inter-chain end regions of insulin were noticed, involving secondary structure elements, binding residues and intra- as well as inter-peptide residue similarities. Using surface plasmon resonance, we examined insulin binding to truncated, soluble insulin receptor A and IGF-1 receptor, but C-peptide effects on these bindings were not detectable. Two forms of the insulin receptor, differing in activation of gene transcription with regards to (pre)proinsulin and glucokinase, respectively, were also uninfluenced by C-peptide. We conclude that the pattern similarities, if functional, reflect C-peptide interactions with molecules other than both insulin A and B receptors and IGF-1 receptors. Any such effects are of interest in relation to reported binding interactions between insulin and C-peptide.